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Demonstrating the decoupling regime of the electron-phonon interaction
in a quantum dot using chirped optical excitation
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Excitation of a semiconductor quantum dot with a chirped laser pulse allows excitons to be created by rapid
adiabatic passage. In quantum dots this process can be greatly hindered by the coupling to phonons. Here we add
a high chirp rate to ultrashort laser pulses and use these pulses to excite a single quantum dot. We demonstrate
that we enter a regime where the exciton-phonon coupling is effective for small pulse areas, while for higher pulse
areas a decoupling of the exciton from the phonons occurs. We thus discover a reappearance of rapid adiabatic
passage, in analogy to the predicted reappearance of Rabi rotations at high pulse areas. The measured results are
in good agreement with theoretical calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.241306

In semiconductors, a driven electron is damped by the
interaction with phonons. In the context of quantum control,
phonons lead to dephasing. The electron-phonon interaction is
therefore important in the development of quantum technology
with semiconductors. It is a rich and subtle subject.
One possible way to suppress electron-phonon damping is
to drive the electronic system so quickly that the relatively
large inertia of the phonons prevents them from reacting to the
driven electron. In the context of Rabi oscillations, the driven
oscillations of a two-level system, a “reappearance” has been
predicted [1]. As the drive is increased, the Rabi oscillations
are initially damped more and more by the phonons, but
then the damping decreases and is eventually suppressed. The
reappearance regime represents phonon-free quantum control.
It has, however, never been observed experimentally. Here, we
demonstrate the experimental realization of the reappearance
regime. Validation comes from a full microscopic theory.
Our quantum system is a single self-assembled quantum dot
(QD), an emitter of highly coherent single photons [2,3] and
polarization-entangled photon pairs [4,5]. Quantum control
of the exciton, an electron-hole pair, proceeds on picosecond
timescales well before spontaneous emission takes place
(timescale ∼1 ns). Phonons lead to a deterioration of the exciton preparation fidelity for schemes using resonant excitation
[1,6–10]. In fact, the interaction with the phonons is sufficiently strong that an exciton state can be prepared by relying
on it (phonon-mediated relaxation following excitation with a
detuned pulse) [11–15]. In a Rabi experiment, phonons lead to
a clear damping [6,7]. The specific dephasing mechanism was
identified as a coupling to longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons.
For higher pulse areas, theory predicts that the electronic
oscillations become so fast such that the phonons decouple and
the Rabi oscillations recover, the reappearance phenomenon.
The existence of a pulse area for which the coupling to the
phonons is maximal is a consequence of the nonmonotonic
electron-phonon coupling [1,16].
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For the pulses used so far experimentally (pulses of 1–10 ps
duration), the reappearance regime for Rabi oscillations can
only be entered at extremely high pulse areas (>20π ) and has
therefore remained out of reach. We switch to an alternative
technique here, rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) [17–25], and
use the full bandwidth of 100 fs pulses. There are two key
advantages. First, for such short laser pules, the reappearance
regime moves to lower pulse areas which are easier to
access experimentally. Secondly, low energy phonons do not
contribute to the damping in the RAP process. Technically,
this arises because there is always a finite splitting between the
dressed states. Conversely, in a Rabi oscillation with Gaussian
pulses, the splitting between the dressed states increases
monotonically from zero such that the full range of phonons is
involved in the damping. This second feature also makes the
reappearance regime easier to access.
Rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) has been demonstrated on
single QDs [17,18,24,25], and it has been shown that phonons
hinder exciton preparation depending on the sign of the chirp
[19,23]. It has been predicted that the reappearance regime
translates to a nonmonotonic RAP behavior: At sufficiently
high pulse areas RAP improves [11]. We demonstrate exactly
this improvement here by comparing RAP experiments with
a full microscopic theory of exciton-phonon dephasing. We
therefore present compelling evidence that our system enters
the reappearance regime where the electron is effectively
decoupled from the phonons. We show that RAP is excellent
for phonon-free state preparation.
We study a self-assembled InGaAs QD embedded in an
n-i-p structure [25] as displayed in Fig. 1(a) and described
in the Supplemental Material (SM) [26]. By applying a gate
voltage of 0.3 V, the QD is occupied by a single electron such
that the QD mimics a two-level system. The ground state is the
single electron state, |e1− , and the excited state the negatively
charged trion, |X1− . The QD is excited using chirped
laser pulses. A mode-locked laser produces transform-limited
pulses which are then manipulated in a folded 4f pulse shaper
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FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the n-i-p structure with an embedded layer
of quantum dots (QDs). (b) Scheme of the folded 4f pulse shaper
to control the chirp introduced into an ultrashort, transform-limited
laser pulse. The unchirped pulse is directed with mirrors (M) onto a
grating, focused onto a folding mirror (FM) and back-reflected with
a slight angle overshooting M1. The chirped pulse is then sent to
the microscope (not shown) and excites the QD (TEM image, 28 ×
8 nm2 ) which emits a resonance fluorescence photon. (c) Response of
the QD to broadband excitation as a function of Vg . A clear Coulomb
blockade is observed. The excitonic transitions are identified. The
excitation pulses (linear polarization, 938.22 nm center wavelength)
were positively chirped. (d) Detected resonance fluorescence signal
after broadband excitation as a function of the detection wavelength.
The peak arises from emission from the |X1−  → |e1−  transition.
The gate voltage was Vg = 0.3 V at which a single electron resides in
the QD. (e) Rabi rotations driven on the |X1−  ↔ |e1−  transition with
a 2 ps long, transform-limited pulse. Blue points show the detected
resonance fluorescence signal; red curve is a damped sine fit.

[27]. The pulses have an intensity full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of tFWHM = 130 fs with close-to-Gaussian pulse
2
form with 0 (t) = τ √2π exp (− 2τt 2 ) exp (−iωL t), where  is
0
√0
the pulse area, τ0 = tFWHM /(2 ln 2) is the pulse width, and
ωL the center frequency. The Rabi frequency  is related to the
electric field E of the laser pulse by the dipole matrix element
M via h̄(t) = 2M · E(t). The pulse shaper adds a frequency
dependent phase resulting in a chirp
 2 coefficient α. The chirp
stretches the pulse in time to τ = ατ 2 + τ02 . The instantaneous
0
frequency of the laser pulse changes in time with the frequency
α
chirp rate a = dω/dt = α2 +τ
4 [28], such that after the pulse
0
shaper the pulse reads

(t) = √






t2
a
exp − 2 exp −iωL t − i t 2 . (1)
2τ
2
2π τ0 τ

The central wavelength (2π c/ωL ) of the pulses is detuned by
2.58 nm from the trion transition corresponding to an energy of
3.63 meV. A chirp coefficient α of 0.31 ps2 (0.66 ps2 ) stretches
the pulse length to 7 ps (15 ps). A sketch of the experiment
is shown in Fig. 1(b): The QD at temperature T = 4.2 K is
excited with a chirped pulse and the resonance fluorescence
is detected. The full setup is described in the SM [26]. A
cross-polarized dark-field technique suppresses the reflected
laser light from the detection channel [29–32]; further rejection
of the laser light is carried out with a grating spectrometer
(the laser pulse is broadband, the resonance fluorescence
narrowband). The device works well even when excited with
the broadband laser pulses. The Coulomb blockade is robust:
Figure 1(c) shows the resonance fluorescence response to a
broadband excitation as a function of the gate voltage (see
also SM [26]). Within the X1− plateau, resonance fluorescence
emerges just from the X1− validating the two-level assertion.
For an excitation power of 0.9 μW (pulse area ∼π ), the
resonance fluorescence signal to background ratio is ∼100 : 1,
Fig. 1(d). For spectrally narrower laser pulses, clear Rabi
rotations are observed as a function of laser power as
demonstrated in Fig. 1(e).
To calculate the occupation of the trion state, we use the
density matrix formalism for a two-level system. We take
into account the standard pure dephasing-type coupling to
LA phonons via the deformation potential coupling. We note
that the phonon coupling in self-assembled QDs is different
from that in colloidal QDs where also confined and surface
phonons and piezoelectric coupling can play a significant
role [33,34]. For colloidal QDs, measurements of the phonon
dispersion is therefore of crucial importance to understand
the coupling. This complication does not arise in our system
where dispersion of the LA phonons is well described by a
linear relation with ωq = cs |q|, with cs the speed of sound
and q the wave vector. Details on the Hamiltonian and the
coupling matrix elements are given in the SM [26]. The QDs
are lens shaped [Fig. 1(b)] with a stronger confinement of the
hole than of the electron. We describe this in the calculation
with localization lengths for the electron (hole) in the growth
direction, ae/ h,z , and larger localization lengths in the (x,y)plane, ae/ h,r , taking parameters known from other experiments
on QDs of this type [26]. Specifically, we take GaAs parameters (see SM [26]) with ae,z = 1.5 nm, ae,r = 5.7 nm,
and ah,z /ae,z = ah,r /ae,r = 0.77. From the Hamiltonian [26]
we set up the equations of motion for the phonon-assisted
density matrices, truncate the infinite hierarchy of equations
using a fourth order correlation expansion, and then perform a
numerical integration [10,19,35]. This method has been shown
to produce very reliable results [10,19].
Figure 2(a) shows the total X1− resonance fluorescence
signal as a function of the square root of the excitation power
for different chirp values. A Rabi rotation is observed for the
smallest chirp: This data set is important to establish the power
corresponding to a pulse area of π . High pulse areas (above
4π ) for minimal chirped pulses result due to the short pulse
length in such high peak powers that other, nonlinear effects
dominate and are thus not meaningful in this discussion.
At much higher chirps we enter the RAP regime. We
concentrate first on positive chirps. For both 0.7 ps2 (red
curve) and 0.33 ps2 (orange curve), the signal starts with
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FIG. 2. (a) Experimentally measured X1− resonance fluorescence
signal as a function of the square-root of the excitation power, and
(b) calculated occupation of the |X1−  as a function of pulse area for
different chirp parameters as indicated.

a fast rise, then saturates and stays nearly constant over
the whole excitation power√range. It is possible to reach
pulse areas up to 11π (at 10 μW ) with the high bandwidth
pulses on account of the excellent discrimination between
reflected laser light and resonance fluorescence signal. The
limiting factors are mainly practical reasons. The reflected
laser intensity increases with increasing pulse area yet the QD
signal remains constant above threshold. Hence, the signal to
background ratio decreases, making the experiment at some
point infeasible. The experimental data with positive chirp
reflects RAP of a two-level system as described by the detuning
dependence of the dressed eigenenergies, Fig. 3(a). Starting in
the ground state |e1− , the system evolves along the lower
(red) branch and follows the avoided crossing induced by the
interaction with the light field provided the pulse area is above
the threshold for RAP. After the pulse, the system ends up in
the excited state |X1− .
The signal measured with negative chirp, Fig. 2(a), shows a
quite different course. Initially, the signal rises, reaching 75%
or 60% of saturation for a chirp coefficient α of −0.31 ps2

FIG. 3. (a) Time evolution of the instantaneous eigenenergies of
the coupled electronic-light system for a chirp of α = 0.3 ps2 and
pulse area  = 3π (solid lines) and  = 10π (dashed lines). The
black dashed lines indicate the uncoupled energies. (b) The phonon
spectral density.
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(cyan curve) or −0.66 ps2 (blue curve), respectively. Subsequently, the signal decays into a broad minimum, followed
√
by a rise at much higher excitation powers of around 7 μW .
At the highest excitation powers, the signal even reaches the
signal for a positive chirp.
We interpret these features as a consequence of the electronphonon interaction. Phonons can interrupt the adiabatic transfer by causing a jump from one branch to the other, Fig. 3(a)
[19]. For positive chirp, a phonon can be absorbed taking the
system from the lower branch to the upper branch. However,
at T = 4.2 K, phonons with the required frequency for the
transition between the two branches are largely frozen out and
the probability for absorption is therefore small. Hence the
process with positive chirp is barely influenced by phonons.
For negative chirp, in terms of the eigenenergies, the time
axis in Fig. 3(a) is effectively reversed: the system follows the
upper (blue) branch from right to left as the pulse evolves. The
system can emit a phonon and jump from the upper to the lower
branch. This yields an asymmetry of the RAP with respect to
the sign of the chirp [19,22,23]. However, the recovery of the
RAP signal in the case of negative chirp and large pulse areas
suggests that phonon emission, strong for intermediate pulse
areas, is suppressed.
The interpretation of the experimental RAP data in terms
of phonon scattering is confirmed by theoretical calculations,
Fig. 2(b). Using pulse parameters from the experiment and a
lens-shaped QD geometry leads to good agreement between
experiment [Fig. 2(a)] and theory [Fig. 2(b)]. The theoretical
results show ideal RAP for positive chirp, rather insensitive
to the exact amount of chirp. For negative chirp, a reduced
RAP fidelity at intermediate pulse areas and a recovery of
the RAP at the highest pulse areas is obtained. Exactly as in
the experiment, a stronger negative chirp leads to a stronger
reduction of the RAP fidelity at intermediate pulse areas as
well as a deferred recovery. The detailed agreement with the
experimental data shows that phonon scattering is the major
factor in the experiment, and in particular, the claim that
phonon scattering is suppressed at the highest pulse areas is
given strong support by the theory. RAP recovery is observed at
slightly lower pulse areas in theory as compared to experiment.
The reason is not known precisely. A slight increase in chirp
at highest powers on account of nonlinear effects in the optical
fiber may play a role.
In contrast to previous studies [17–19,22], the phonons
are most efficient at rather low pulse areas for our pulse
parameters. This experimental result is in excellent agreement
with the theoretical predictions, Fig. 2(b), which also show a
minimum trion population at low pulse areas (around ∼2π for
α = −0.31 ps2 ; around 3π for α = −0.66 ps2 ). This brings
the reappearance regime within reach, achieved here above
pulse areas of ∼8π .
To interpret our observations in terms of the electronphonon interaction, we consider the spectral density of the
phonons, Fig. 3(b). The phonon spectral density J (ω), a
measure of the coupling strength between the electron and
phonon system
 at a given frequency ω [10,16,36], is defined
as J (ω) = q |gq |2 δ(ω − ωq ) with gq the exciton-phonon
coupling matrix element (see SM [26]). The nonmonotonic
behavior found in Fig. 3(b) results from a combination of the
momentum dependence of the bulk coupling matrix element,
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which results in a cubic rise of the spectral density, and the
influence of the envelope wave functions of electron and hole,
which decouple phonons with wavelengths much smaller than
the QD size. The net result is that the phonon spectral density
has a broad maximum at phonon energies around 2–3 meV.
Coming back to the dressed states shown in Fig. 3(a), the
phonon emission rate from the upper to the lower branch
is proportional to the spectral density at the given energy
separation. On examining the dressed state energies we see
that for a small pulse area of  = 3π (solid lines), the splitting
between the states is of the order of a few meV and hence the
phonons are effective. However, for a larger pulse area of
10π (dashed lines), the splitting between the states is always
above 7 meV, and in this regime the phonon spectral density is
almost zero. Accordingly, the phonons do not affect the RAP
for high pulse areas. Indeed, the decoupling from the phonons
seen in the theoretical curves above 8π is also observed in the
experimental data, where the signals for positive and negative
chirps merge.
We compare our findings with the reappearance phenomena
for Rabi rotations [1]. For Rabi rotations with typical used
pulses, the reappearance only occurs at extremely high pulse
areas and has therefore not yet been observed experimentally.
The reason is that for unchirped resonant excitation, the
dressed states are degenerate before and after the pulse and
they split in the presence of the pulse. Therefore, even in the
case of very high pulse areas, the dressed state energy splitting
matches the energy at which the phonon spectral density has
its maximum in the leading and the trailing edges of the pulse.
This explains why the reappearance is more pronounced for
hypothetical rectangular pulses [37] than for the smooth pulses
used experimentally. In contrast, in RAP the dressed states are
strongly separated before and after the pulse and, for high pulse
areas, never enter the region of efficient phonon coupling. This
allows us to enter a reappearance regime for RAP.
Finally, we estimate how our preparation scheme is affected
by elevated temperatures. At higher temperatures, phonons
can be both absorbed and emitted. For RAP, this weakens the
asymmetry of the phonon influence regarding the sign of the
chirp. For example, at T = 100 K, phonon scattering limits
the exciton population to about 0.55 for parameters used in
Ref. [19]. Also for the Rabi rotations, a stronger dephasing with
increasing temperature has been found experimentally [7]. In
the phonon-assisted state preparation scheme [13], elevated
temperatures are also detrimental for high fidelity preparation.
We show the effect of temperature on using the spectrally broad
pulses in Fig. 4, where we calculated the occupation of the
excited state at a temperature of T = 50 K and T = 100 K. For
the excitation with positive chirp, the influence of phonons is
clearly visible. Instead of immediately rising to an occupation
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FIG. 4. Calculation of the |X1−  occupation for temperatures of
4 K, 50 K, and 100 K (solid, dashed, dotted lines) as a function of
pulse area for positive chirp α = 0.70 ps2 (red lines) and negative
chirp α = −0.66 ps2 (blue lines).

of one, the occupation now goes up to about 0.5 and then
increases gradually. Here, phonon absorption hinders the RAP
process by inducing transitions from the lower to the upper
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with resonance fluorescence detection together with a full
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unaffected by elevated temperatures, a notable feature with
respect to other preparation protocols. Our work opens up a
regime for coherent control of excitons in semiconductors with
minimal influence from the phonons.
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